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BIG BANG CAVIAR Red Gold Diamonds
BIG BANG CAVIAR Steel Diamonds
More precious, more sparkling and more feminine than ever, the new steel or 5N red gold
Big Bang Caviar, featuring a bezel set with 36 diamonds, is about to set the fashion world
alight!
Based on the unique, iconic design of the famous One Million $ Black Caviar, and directly
inspired by the black ceramic Big Bang Black Caviar which has been one of the brand's
bestsellers since 2011, these two watches, which boast an elegantly perfect diameter of
41mm, sport a sleek, graphic look with sharp angles and reliefs designed, cut, bevelled and
polished like their big sister's black baguette diamonds. They are fitted with the HUB1112
self-winding mechanical movement and incorporate a date window at 3 o'clock, which
connoisseurs are sure to appreciate. The strap of high shine black or silver calfskin leather
sewn onto black rubber provides exceptional comfort, flexibility and resistance. With a power
reserve of 42 hours, they are water-resistant to 10 Bar, equivalent to 100 metres.
TECHNICAL DETAILS
References

346.PX.0880.VR (5N gold)
346.PX.0880.VR.1204 (5N gold with bezel set with 36 diamonds)
346.SX.0870.VR (Steel)
346.PX.0870.VR.1204 (Steel with bezel set with 36 diamonds)

Case
Bezel

Big Bang Caviar - Diameter 41 mm – 5N gold or Steel
5N gold or Steel with polished baguette decoration
5N gold or Steel set with 36 white diamonds (stone-set version)
Six 5N gold or Titanium H-shaped screws, countersunk, polished and locked
Sapphire with interior/exterior anti-reflective coating
Black high shine Hublot logo at 12 o'clock
Black composite resin
5N gold or steel with Hublot logo
5N gold or Steel with sapphire crystal
Interior anti-reflective coating
10 ATM, i.e. approx 100 metres
5N gold or Rhodium PVD ceramic
Polished, skeleton, Black nickel coating
HUB1112 self-winding
Trapezoid window at 3 o'clock
62
21
4 Hz (28,600 Vib/h)
42 hours
Shiny silver or 5N gold coloured calfskin sewn onto black rubber
Steel deployant buckle: Steel folding mechanism cover, and plate
5N gold deployant buckle: Black PVD and Steel folding mechanism,
5N gold cover and plate
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